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Seam Repair
FloorFil, custom color matched to your
flooring, makes filling and repairing
open seams as easy as 1-2-3!

Edge Damage
Accidental damage during installation
can easily be repaired with FloorFil, after
the flooring panel is installed.

Tool Damage
Surface damage caused by tools or any
heavy, sharp objects accidentally dropped on
the floor can easily be repaired with FloorFil.

Directions for Use
1. Use FF-99 Solvent to clean the flooring surface and 

damaged area or seam.  FF-99 Solvent is the only 
recommended solvent to use with FloorFil.

2. Squeeze FloorFil onto a scrap piece of HPL flooring or
cardboard.  Using a Kampel hand polished putty knife,
spread and work the FloorFil until it begins to thicken.
Press the FloorFil into the damaged area or open seam.

3. Remove excess FloorFil using a cloth or a paper towel
moistened with FF-99 Solvent.

FloorFil will begin to cure immediately.  Drying time 
for normal floor traffic is approximately 1-2 hours.  FloorFil 
will cure completely in approximately 6-8 hours.  Second 
applications, if needed, can be applied within 1-2 hours.
NOTE: FloorFil will shrink due to the solvents evaporating
from the product.  Larger seams and damaged areas 
may require a second application.

Helpful Hints / Do’s & Dont’s
1. DO clean area to be repaired with FF-99 Solvent.

2. DO use a Kampel hand polished putty knife when working
with FloorFil and the flooring surface to prevent scratches.

3. DO make certain the cap is replaced on the open tube
and is properly sealed.  FloorFil will cure in the tube if the
cap is not replaced sealing the end of the tube.

4. DO REMEMBER FloorFil is completely compatible with all
melamine High Pressure Laminate flooring surfaces.

1. DON’T apply FloorFil directly from the tube.  Excess 
shrinkage will occur.

2. DON’T use any other petroleum distillate solvent with
FloorFil.  Excessive shrinkage and crazing may occur.

3. DON’T use FF-99 Solvent on any other surfaces.  FF-99 
solvent will damage surface finishes such as enameled 
surfaces, acrylic enameled surfaces, stained wood 
surfaces, etc.

4. DON’T FORGET FloorFil can be color matched by Kampel
to any High Pressure Laminate Floor color or pattern.
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Damage to older existing HPL flooring surfaces can be repaired using the procedure 
and application as specified in “Directions for Use.”


